Left-Right Statement to the U.S. House of Representatives:
Vote “No” on Pentagon Increase in House Democratic Budget Caps Bill (H.R. 2021)

April 8, 2019

We are writing as a coalition of groups on the left and the right to urge Members of Congress to vote “no” on H.R. 2021, Investing for the People Act of 2019, when it comes to the floor for a vote this week. The bill would approve a budget deal that provides for Pentagon spending of up to $733 billion in fiscal year 2020, an increase of $157 billion over the existing defense spending cap ($576 billion) for the year.¹ The $733 billion Pentagon budget topline in H.R. 2021 includes up to $69 billion in the plagued “slush fund” account known as the Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO) fund.

While lower than the President’s request for $750 billion, which has been reported as a “negotiating tactic” to ensure the most Pentagon spending, this level of Pentagon increase remains unacceptable and unwise — even, to borrow the President’s words, “crazy.”² Armed Services Chair Adam Smith himself questioned the justification for $733 billion as the "magic" number for the Pentagon topline when the idea was first floated last year, joining a line of defense experts concerned about unsustainable, unaccountable, arbitrarily sky-high Pentagon budgeting.³ The failed audit, the continued drumbeat of reports of Pentagon waste, inefficiencies and mismanagement,⁴ and poll after poll after poll⁵ demonstrate that it is not in the interest of Americans for Congress to infuse massive amounts of new money into the Pentagon. It is urgent that Congress reject the unnecessary Pentagon increase in H.R. 2021.

Signed,
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Win Without War
Women’s Action for New Directions (WAND)
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